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Abstract
The purpose of our project was to gain an understanding of the factors contributing to the
efficacy of a microbial fuel cell, a device which utilizes certain bacterias’ anaerobic
metabolic processes where electrons are extracellularly excreted and harnessed, and to
evaluate the growth in voltage output over a span of six days as it correlates to the
population growth of either their endogenous or exogenous electrogens. Experimentation
entailed the construction of several fuel cells each containing a soil base(soil, mud, pond
water), additional growth media, nickel anodes, copper cathodes, carbon felt, insulated
wires, and a capacitor and LED attached to a PCB. Variations of each fuel cell included
changing 1) the source and consistency of base soil, 2) using liquid v. solid growth media, 3)
the addition of external bacteria to the base soil, 4) the overall surface area of the anode
and cathode, and 5) physical size of the fuel cell. Data was collected and analyzed across
each variable in order to determine the optimal fuel cell design in terms of energy
produced.

Introduction
The world’s rapid industrialization, fueled by the usage of fossil fuels has made lowering
carbon emissions, in order to counteract climate change the most prominent issue among the
scientific community over the past decades. The demand for clean, innovative energy solutions is
greater than it has ever been. Similarly, industrialization and urbanization, especially in
economically underdeveloped areas, has created a massive amount of excess waste, and without
the proper facilities to treat them the U.N estimates that nearly 80% of the world’s waste water
flows back into ecosystems untreated, causing nearly 1.8 billion people to use a water source
contaminated with feces and waste. This contamination is responsible for millions of cholera,
dysentery, typhoid and polio linked illnesses globally as well as countless other detriments to
the Earth’s ecosystems. (UN WWDR, 2017) The microbial fuel cell is a device with the ability to
resolve both of these issues, utilizing certain bacteria’s special ability to decompose organic
matter and produce electricity simultaneously, essentially aiding wastewater treatment plants in
curing dirty water while making it economically feasible and possibly advantageous to do so. A
2017 comparative analysis conducted by four students at the University of Tokyo sought to
determine just how effective these MFCs could be in Waste Water Treatment and the results were
staggering. They evaluated the post treatment remainder of sludge, an indication of to what
extent the wastewater has been cured, between MFCs and the commonly used ASR method,
activated sludge reactor, and found that the MFCs yielded one third the sludge of ASRs.(Asai,
2017) Despite its effectiveness, implementation of MFCs into waste water treatments has been
underwhelming since their lack of meaningful electrical production has not provided enough
motivation for WWTs to make the switch. This reluctance necessitates change and a deeper look
into optimizing the fuel cell and its electrical capabilities. This project aims at isolating the
variables that affect their electrical output and understanding what measures can be taken to
improve them.

Purpose
These variables which our project set out to isolate and calculate were specific factors about an
MFC which indicate the system’s large scale practicality and capacity for improvement. This
improvement, either brought about by a change in specific design aspects of the MFC, the media
within the cell, or the type of electrogenic bacteria actually fueling the cell, would be a crucial
step in MFCs’ widespread implementation. This project tested these specific areas for
improvement by constructing a variety of fuel cells, first, two standard model fuel cells with
either soil or mud media powered by endogenous electrogens, serving as the basis for a fuel cell's
abilities. Then a fuel cell with a liquid median was used to determine whether or not water
disrupts or enhances the bacteria’s processes to allude to whether or not thicker richer
sedimentary water would yield more effective fuel cells. Thirdly, a fuel cell of nearly six times
the volume of the standard model was built to test whether or not the electrical output of a larger
cell would coincide with its increased size. Finally, knowing that the larger fuel cell was bound to
be less efficient, we increased the surface area of the anode and cathode respectively to see if that
would make up for the discrepancy.

Materials and Methodology
This experiment required the construction of
ten different fuel cells. The standard model
of our fuel cell included a 300 ml, plastic,
cylindrical container structured bottom
bottom to top with an initial layer of media
— either commercial potting soil, pond
mud, sedimentary liquid, or nutrient broth
culturing Enterobacter Aergogenes (a
proven electrogen) — filling roughly 20%
of the cell’s volume . This was topped with
a carbon felt pad, acting as a buffer between
respective anodic and cathodic chambers,
imbedded with a ¼ * 2 inch nickel anode
connected to an insulated wire. This was
topped by a thicker layer of media topped
with a second carbon felt pad imbedded
with ¼ * 2 inch copper cathode connected
to an insulated wire. The container is sealed
by a plastic cap through which the wires
connect to a PCB with a capacitor and an
LED, an indicator of whether or not the cell
is working.

For the first variation among these fuel cells one
cell was with a liquid media which necessitated a
structure to hold up the anodic and cathodic buffers.
For the second, the source of the base soil was varied
between commercial potting soil or naturally
occurring mud. The third was the insertion of
electrogenic bacteria, Enterobacter Aerogenes and
Vibrio Luminescens (the former cultured in nutrient
agar and the latter photobacterium, both at 37 C), into
both base soils separately. The final variation entailed
the construction of a larger mud based fuel cell, a 2
quart cell with the same basic design. Two different
larger cells were created, one with the anode and
cathode sized up proportionately, and one with the
standard ¼ * 2 electrodes.
The Vernier voltage detection system was used
simultaneously with the Vernier Logger Pro software
to take data on the voltage of each of the ten cells
daily for the span of 8 days.

Discussion (Top: Fig 1 Left, Fig 2 Left- Bottom, Fig 3 Right-bottom, Fig 4
Right-Top)
This project’s results are incredibly telling in which factors impact the efficacy of a Microbial Fuel
Cell; however, the multivariate nature of fuel cells makes drawing certain conclusions about the
results of our variated cells difficult. With that being said the reason for certain cells’ failures can
more easily be concluded, such as the definitive failure of the sedimentary infused water based
cell indicates that stagnant water does not possess organic matter to fuel the necessary growth of
bacteria, as opposed to Water Treatment plants which have a flowing source of organically rich
wastewater. This failure is shown in Figure 1, where the sedimentary infused liquid median has
no notable voltage growth only ever achieving a voltage of .083 volts. However, the other failure
of the potting soil based cell is more indicative of a failure within the structure of the cell since
such cells had previously worked.
Both the mud and soil based fuel cells inserted with enterobacter aerogenes
were incredibly successful with the mud yielding a high of .622 volts and the soil yielding .544
volts, where the vibrio cells had no such success with the soil yielding a mere .036 volts and its
mud counterpart .116 volts. While this discrepancy illuminated in Figure 2 suggests that vibrio
luminescence is a far less active electrogen than enterobacter aerogenes, it is also entirely
possible enterobacter aerogenes is far more equipped to grow in soil and mud than vibrio.
Nonetheless, enterobacter’s general success in enhancing the fuel cell, illustrated in figure 3,
alludes to a possible notion of exogenous bacteria adding to an MFC’s efficacy, while not
inhibiting its ability to break down organic matter.
The general differences between the mud and commercial potting soil
based cells across the board are very slim as observed in Figure 1. This similarity is indicative of
the fact that the source from which the base soil is retrieved has little to no effect on the cells
efficacy which makes sense because almost all sources of this sort of organic matter include a
plethora of endogenous electrogens, many of which have electrogenic abilities.
The one cell with a nutrient broth median only included one electrogenic
bacteria, enterobacter aerogenes. It had minimal success but produced a steady source of voltage
maxing at .198 volts. This cell’s mediocre and steady output indicates while one bacteria works
in producing electricity, the presence and by extension competition of other endogenous
electrogenic bacteria is essential in creating the higher voltage outputs that soil based cells do.
Finally, while the two larger fuel cells produced the most amount of
electricity, figure 1 shows that their output was mediocre for being nearly 6 times the size of the
standard model. This inefficiency among the larger cells can be explained by the fact that the
larger cell creates a more inefficient means of harnessing the loose electrons due to the generally
greater area of organic matter consumption or our own error in overlooking aspects of the fuel
cell that necessitate change when being sized up. When one of these aspects, the relative surface
area of the anode and cathode, was changed to fit the bigger model, the fuel cell’s energy
production slightly increased as shown in figure 4, suggesting that a further changing of factors
pertaining to relativity might yield a more efficient fuel cell.

Conclusion
Analysis of our data brings us first to the conclusion that stagnant liquid medians
cannot sustain a rapid population growth and presence of electrogenic bacteria.
Secondly, it suggests that the implementation of outside electrogenic bacteria into an
organic median, regardless of whether or not that median already contains bacteria,
can enhance the electrical output of a cell. Finally, larger fuel cells are
proportionately inefficient to smaller ones but measures can be taken to improve
their electrical output.

Practical Application
Further research into improving MFCs can make them more
economically and energetically feasible to implement. MFCs currently do
not produce enough of an electrical output to incentivise governments
into building wastewater treatments utilizing the technology. If at a point
the technology grows to a point where they can produce an energy
surplus within plants, it will be in corporations and governments
economic best interest to do so. These improvements, fueled by research,
can help eliminate water contamination worldwide and ensure that
everyone can reap the benefits of clean water.
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